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1. Introduction
Recently, pipelines, being widely applied in many
fields, are the safest, environmentally friendly, energy-efficient, and economic way to transport goods or material, such
as gas, oil and water etc. [1-3]. However, with the long-term
transportation, corrosion of transported medium and environmental effects, there will be sediment and it is possible
to block the pipe when the sediment accumulates to a certain
level in the time, causing accidents and heavy loss [4].
Certainly, water pipelines are useful for transporting drinking water, improving the quality of people’s life
greatly. New pipelines need to be thoroughly cleaned to
transport drinking water, whereas the serious corrosion and
sediment appear in old pipelines for long-term operation,
not only reducing efficiency of water supplies because of
the de-crease of cross sectional area, also affecting water
quality and threatening people’s health and safety [5]. So
these problems motivated the development of in-pipe mechanism for pipelines cleaning [6-7].
1.1. Development of IPCR
Until now, many in-pipe robots have been developed by researchers, but most are used for maintenance, inspection in conventional pipeline and “cursory” cleaning inside ventilating or central air-conditioning pipelines [8-13].
There is almost no in-pipe cleaning robot with high pressure
water jet for cleaning large diameter pipelines, most of
which are unpowered and towed-streamer in-pipe cleaning
bracket drawn by auxiliary devices outside pipelines, as
shown in Fig. 1, a [14]. In-pipe jet cleaning robot designed
by Stoneage company in America, as shown in Fig. 1, b, is
the only in-pipe caterpillar type robot equipped with high
pressure water jet at the level of application, but it still has
problems:
1. Poor capability to suit multi-radius pipelines.
2. The robot cannot travel in the curved pipelines.
3. The cleaning effect is unsatisfactory.
4. The energy supply is unreliable so that the robot
cannot achieve long distance cleaning task [14].
Considering the problems above and to finish the
in-pipe cleaning task well, we proposed a novel IPCR with
high pressure water jet and must consider some key factors
in our design:
1. Powerful with traction force.
2. Wide application range of pipe diameters, especially the large diameter.

3. Mobility in curved pipelines.
4. Good cleaning effect and high energy efficiency.

a

b

Fig. 1 Pipelines cleaning: a – bracket with no power, b –inpipe jet cleaning robot of Stoneage company
1.2. Integration of mechanisms
In this paper, the proposed IPCR for water pipelines cleaning was introduced, and it was applied to the water pipelines whose diameter is range from 1200 to 1500 mm
and filled or half-filled with water. And its objective distance of cleaning operation should reach 1500 m and operation speed is adjustable. Fig. 2 is the cleaning system of
water pipelines we proposed, including cleaning robot (pulling cables and water pipe), winch of cables and water pipe,
control system, power system, etc., where winch, control
system and power system are outside the water pipelines.
Rolling
IPCR Pipe wall Bracket

Winch

Power system

Control system

Fig. 2 Cleaning system of water pipelines
Now, the mechanisms of in-pipe robots developed
by re-searchers can be classified into eight types [15], and
the IPCR with high pressure water jet was designed in this
paper by combining two mechanism types, wheeled and
wall-pressing type, as shown in Fig. 3. Some basic parameters of the proposed IPCR are listed in Table 1.
As is shown in Fig. 3, a, the main body of IPCR
consists of three main parts: front frame, middle frame and
rear frame, and it is detachable and convenient for IPCR to
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enter the initial position of water pipe. The front frame has
the same mechanisms of wheeled and wall-pressing type
with the rear frame. Front frame is designed for carrying water pipe, rotation arm, gear box and two motor shells of rotation arm, whereas rear frame for supporting electronic
cabin, each end of which is embedded with twelve connectors with sixteen pins, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 3, front/rear sliding frame is
driven by three screw nuts inside push rod shell. Front/rear
sliding frame fitted with three sliding bearing bushes can
move forward/backward along three pull rods fitted with
linear bearing, which it will produce force on swing rod of
driving wheels by compressing the spring between swing
rod and front/rear sliding frame. By this way, swing amplitude of swing rod can be changed synchronously with the
change of diameters, improving the pipelines adaptability
and obstacle-overcoming capability of the IPCR; besides,
displacement sensors (i.e. reed switch sensors) are fixed on
the springs and front/rear sliding frame, measuring the normal force developed between the driving wheels and the wa-

Front sliding
frame
Motor shell of
push rod

ter pipelines. The normal force must be large enough to produce traction force for moving forward further, reaching the
objective distance of cleaning operation. To ensure the sufficient traction force of the IPCR, six groups of wheels are
all installed with driving motors, and six motors can realize
the power balance through control algorithm.
Table 1
Parameters of the IPCR
Parameters
Length, mm
Mass in the air, kg
Number of driving wheels, group
Number of springs
Stiffness of springs, N/mm
Number of motors
Application of diameter, m
Length of cables and water pipe, m
Operation distance, m
Operation speed, m/min
Speed of rotation arm, rpm

Rear sliding
frame
Electronic
cabin

Swing rod
Reed switch Pull rod
sensor
Traction
device
Rotation
arm

Φ1200-Φ1500

Water
pipe

Sliding
bearing (bush)
Spring
Driving wheel
Mass in the air: 450 kg

Value
1700
450
6
6
101
14
1.2-1.4
1600
1500
1-5
10-30

Motor shell of
driving wheel
Middle
frame

Rear
frame

Front
frame
Motor shell of
Gear box of
rotation arm
rotation arm
1700mm

Connector
with 16 pins

a

b

c

Fig. 3 Mechanism of IPCR with high pressure water jet: a – 3D view, b – front view, c – side view
Tapered roller Push rod shell Push rod
bearings
Screw nut
Screw
Spur gears

Motor

Reduction box of Driving motor
bevel gears

Connector
with 16 pins
Angular contact Driving
ball bearings motor shell
Driving
wheel
b

Output
shaft
Bevel
Connector gear
Driving with 16 pins
motor shell

a
Deep groove
Driving
ball bearings Spur gearsmotor shell

Water pipe

Rotation bush
Traction device
Connector
with 16 pins
Motor
Deep groove
ball bearings

c
Fig. 4 Internal Structure of main parts: a – screw-nut mechanism applied to drive front/rear sliding frame, b – driving motor
cabin and reduction gear box, c – mechanism applied to drive rotation arm
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Fig. 4 is the internal structure of some main parts
of the IPCR. Fig. 4, b is the internal structure of driving motor cabin and reduction gear box, and driving torque is developed for driving wheels by reduction transmission of a
pair of bevel gears. Also, Fig. 4, c is the internal structure of
mechanism applied to drive rotation arm. Rotation bush fitted with rotation arm can be rotated by reduction transmission of spur gears.

    arccos

(3)

where: d is the inner diameter of the water pipelines; and L0,
Δx are the original length and amount of compression of the
tension springs respectively.
Pull rod x

2. Traction force analysis of the IPCR
When the IPCR is running inside the water pipelines, its output of traction force depends on the pressure exerted on the driving wheels and friction factor between the
driving wheel and pipe wall; yet the self-weight of the IPCR
is relatively small, preload mechanism is applied to ensure
the full contact between driving wheels and pipe wall, realizing proper operation of the IPCR and exporting enough
traction force [16, 17].
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2.1. Mechanical principle analysis of preload mechanism
Driving wheel

Fig. 5 is the free-body diagram of preload mechanism applied by the IPCR. With the symmetry of preload
mechanism, only a set of driving wheel was analyzed below.
By screw-nut mechanism driven by motor, the front/rear
sliding frame will move forward along pull rods to produce
the tension force F. The force F will compress the tension
spring, producing the spring force Fs on the hinge joint D.
Finally, three sets of driving wheels are evenly distributed
around the circumference through links BC, CD and CB and
are in full contact with the water pipe, producing the normal
pressure Fn and fraction force Ft. Supposing the IPCR
moves along the water pipelines with uniform velocity, and
preload mechanism can therefore be considered to be at rest
and be analyzed further, where the body of IPCR is fixed
[18].
As shown in Fig. 5, the coordinate Oxy is set at the
centerline of the water pipelines. The xy plane coincides
with the symmetrical cross section of the water pipelines
while y axis passes through the hinge joint C. Where T is the
driving torque exerted on the driving wheels; rd is the radius
of the driving wheels; α, β and γ are the structure angle of
preload mechanism respectively; L, L1 and L2 are the length
of links BC, CD and DB respectively; H is the distance from
hinge joint C to x axis.
The constraint equations of hinge joint A and B are
established as follows:

 x A   L0  x  cos    L1cos   

 xB  Lcos   

,
 yB  Lsin     H

 L0  x  sin    L1 sin   
     BCD


(1)

where:

  arcsin

d  2 H  2rd
,
2L

(2)

rd

Pipe wall

B

v
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Ft
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Fig. 5 Free-body diagram of preload mechanism
According to the principle of virtual work, the system of preload mechanism which is in equilibrium at this
position is given an arbitrary virtual displacement, the net
work done by the external forces (including the normal pressure Fn, fraction force Ft and spring force Fs) during the displacement is zero [19], i.e.:
  WFi  Fn yB  Fs x A cos  Ft  xB  0.

(4)

Eq. (1) can be differentiated and the following
equations are obtained:

 x A   L1  tan   cos     sin     

.
 xB   Lsin    

 yB  Lcos    

(5)

A relation exists between the fraction force Ft and
normal pressure Fn, the spring force Fs and compression of
tension spring Δx. And the relation can be expressed as:
Ft   Fn ,

(6)

Fs  k x ,

(7)

where: μ is the fraction coefficient between the driving
wheels and water pipelines wall; k is the stiffness coefficient
of the tension springs.
Also, a relation exists between the spring force Fs
and the tension force F. And the relation can be expressed
as:
Fs  Fcos ,
(8)
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Substituting Eqs. (5)–(7) into Eq. (4), the normal
pressure Fn developed by the preload mechanism can be obtained:
Fn 

L1 k  tan cos  sin  cos
x.
L
cos    sin

(9)

2.2. Analysis of traction force
To realize proper operation of the IPCR and export
enough traction force, we must guarantee the adequate normal pressure Fn between driving wheels and water pipelines
wall. The normal pressure depends on the force developed
by the preload mechanism and the self-weight of the ICPR
[20]. The normal force generated by self-weight of the IPCR
under the condition of the full contact between driving
wheels and pipe wall will be analyzed below. Supposing the
axis of the IPCR is parallel to the pipelines’ axis, while the
mass of the IPCR is not uniformly distributed so that the
gravity shared by the front wheels and rear wheels is inconsistent. We therefore firstly studied the gravity shared by the
front wheels and rear wheels respectively.
Fig. 6 is the free-body diagram of the cross section
of the driving wheels when the attitude angle of the IPCR
inside the pipelines is φ. As shown in Fig. 6, the coordinate
Oxy is set at the intersection point of the cross section of the
driving wheels and the centerline of the water pipelines. The
xy plane coincides with the cross section of the driving
wheels while x axis is horizontal. Where FnGi (i=1, 2,...,6) is
the normal force developed by the gravity of the IPCR and
exerted on each wheel; Gf and Gr are the gravity shared by
the front wheels and rear wheels respectively while G f and
Gr are the reaction force of Gf and Gr respectively; s is the
distance between the front wheel and rear wheel; θ (
0    90 ) is the obliquity angle of the pipelines; s1 and
s2 are the distance from the front/rear wheel to the gravity
center of the IPCR respectively.
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(12)

G f  G f , Gr  Gr ,

(13)

By solving Eqs. (11)–(13), the force Gf and Gr can
be obtained:

s2

G f  s Gcos  
.

G  s1 Gcos  
 r s

(14)

Also, equilibrium equations within the horizontal
section of pipelines can be obtained:

F

x

 0, FnG1(4) sin    FnG 2(5) sin   120  

 FnG 3(6) sin   120   0,

F

y

(15)

 0, FnG1(4) cos    FnG 2(5) cos   120  

 FnG 3(6) sin   120   0,

(16)

where: φ is the attitude angle of the IPCR inside the pipelines, and the direction of increasing φ is the clockwise direction.
Owing to the structural symmetry of the IPCR, the
normal force exerted on the driving wheels only need to be
analyzed with the attitude angle φ ranged from -30° to 90°.
The normal force generated by the gravity of the IPCR and
exerted on the top driving wheel is zero within the range of
certain attitude angle [21].
When -30° ≤ φ ≤ 60°, FnG1(4)  0 . Substituting it
into Eqs. (15) and (16), and the following equations can be
obtained:


G f ( r ) sin   120 
 FnG 2(5)  
sin  240 

.

G f ( r ) sin   120 

 FnG 3(6) 
sin  240 


(15)

Also, when 60° ≤ φ ≤ 90°, FnG 2(5)  0 . Substituting
it into Eqs. (15)–(16), and the following equations can be
obtained:

FnG3(6)

Fig. 6 Free-body diagram of the cross section of the driving wheels
According to the equilibrium condition of general
planar force system, equilibrium equations within the vertical section of pipelines can be obtained:

 Fy  0, G f  Gr  Gcos  0,

(10)

M

(11)

where:

C

 0, G f s1  Grs2  0,


G f ( r ) sin   120 
 FnG1(4)  
sin 120 

.

G f ( r ) sin
F
 nG 3(6)  sin 120 


(16)

When each part of the IPCR is assembled together
well and the IPCR is put to the initial position of the water
pipelines, the springs on the preload mechanism are compressed in a certain extent because of the self-weight of the
IPCR. Therefore, initial preloading force of the preload
mechanism can just support the self-weight of the IPCR
when all the swing rods are fully opened and the top driving
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wheels are just in contact with the pipelines wall. Substituting Eqs. (8) and (17)–(18) into Eq. (9), the initial preloading
force generated by the preload mechanism of each spring
can be obtained:
If -30° ≤ φ ≤ 60°,


 0
 Fs1(4)  0

G f ( r ) sin   120 
 0
,
 Fs 2(5)   k 
sin  240 


G sin   120 
F 0  k  f (r ) 
s 3(6)

sin  240 

(17)

where: Fsi0 (i  1, 2,..., 6) is the initial preloading force needed
for each spring, and:
k 

cos      sin   
L
.
L1  tan cos  sin  cos  

(18)

Fs01(4)  Fs02(5)  0, Fs03(6)  k G f ( r ) ,

(19)

So from the Eqs. (14) and (19)–(21), the total initial
preloading force needed for supporting the self-weight of
the IPCR can be obtained:

k Gcos , 30    60
Fsf ( r )0   Fsi0  
,

k Gsin   30  , 60    90

(20)

where:
k  

2 L s2(1)  cos    sin  cos  
,
L1 s  t an cos  sin  cos  

(21)

In Eq. (22), Fsf(r)0 is the total initial preloading force
of the three front/rear springs and is used for supporting the
self-weight of the IPCR.
Considering the type of friction between the driving wheels and pipe wall is rolling friction, so their friction
resistance can be neglected. Therefore, from Eqs. (7)–(8),
(10) and (22)–(23), the total traction force FT of the IPCR
can be obtained:

FT 



 Fsf  Fsf 0    Fsr  Fsr 0  ,

k

Fs01(4)  0, Fs02(5)  Fs03(6)  k G f ( r ) ,

(23)

Also, if the attitude angle   60 , the following
equations can be obtained:

Also, if 60° ≤ φ ≤ 90°,

 0
G f ( r ) sin   120 
 Fs1(4)  k 
sin 120 

 0
.
 Fs 2(5)  0

 F 0  k  G f ( r ) sin
 s 3(6)
sin 120 


just in contact with the pipelines wall, the initial preloading
force values of each spring needed for supporting the swing
rods is different. However, due to the structural symmetry
of the IPCR and the constraint between the front/rear sliding
frame and pull rods, the front/rear sliding frame driven by
screw-nut mechanism moves forward to develop three tension forces F, whose values is identical. Considering the factors above, we knew each spring force is different, which
will lead to the axis of the IPCR is not parallel to the pipelines’ axis, exacerbating the self-deformation of the IPCR
and increasing the power consumption. To solve this problem and increase simultaneously the total traction force of
the IPCR, the mode of multi-motor drive was used in our
design and six motors finally realize the power balance
through control algorithm.
Besides, from Eqs. (19)–(21) we can know, if the
attitude angle   0 , the following equations can be obtained:

(22)

where: Fsf and Fsr are the total spring preloading force of all
the front and rear springs respectively.
From Eqs. (19)–(21) can be seen, when all the
swing rods are fully opened and the top driving wheels are

(24)

From Eqs. (25)–(26), when the IPCR enters the initial position of the pipelines, the typical attitude (   0 or
  60 ) of the IPCR can be adopted to reduce the self-deformation.
2.3. Necessity analysis of initial preloading force
As we can know from the results described above,
when each part of the IPCR is assembled together well and
the IPCR is put to the initial position of the water pipelines,
all the springs of the preload mechanism must be exerted
preloading force, which is used for not only supporting the
self-weight of the IPCR but also providing the normal force
for the generation of traction force. Supposing when the
IPCR just enters the initial position of the pipelines, all the
springs of the preload mechanism are not compressed and
are in the state of original length. In this extreme case, it will
lead to vibration of the IPCR caused by the misdistribution
mass and the mass center does not coincide with the geometrical center.
According to the actual condition and performance
requirements, any vibration of an object can be simplified
as different vibration model [22]. Therefore, without considering the self-elastic deformation of the IPCR and unspring mass and taking the IPCR as a bar (rigid body), the
vibration of the IPCR in vertical plane can be simplified as
damped vibration of the system with two degrees of freedom
[22], as shown in Fig. 7. Where C is the mass center of the
bar, which does not coincide with the geometrical center; l
is the bar lengths; d is the distance between two springs; l1,
l2 (l1≠l2) is the distance between spring and mass center respectively, and l3, l4 (l3≠l4) is the distance between bar end
and adjacent spring respectively; k1, k2 is the equivalent stiffness coefficient of front and rear springs, and c1, c2 is the
equivalent damping coefficient of damper. Taking equilib-
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rium position of the system as the origin, and only the displacement of the vertical direction of the vibration system
and the pitch vibration around the mass center was considered. So the displacement xC of mass center and angle displacement ψ around the mass center (the direction of increasing ψ is the clockwise direction) was defined respectively as the generalized coordinates of the vibration system.
The restitution force F1 and F2 exerted on the system and the
displacement x1 and x2 are opposite in direction, so the force
F1 and F2 can be expressed as:
F1  k1 x1 , F2  k2 x2 .

l1

l4

(25)

d

l3

C

x1

x2

ψ
c1

k1

(31)



Eqs. (33) can be simplified to matrix form as follow:
MU  CU  KU  0,

(32)

mg
, xC 0  0; 0  0, 0  g ,
2k1

(33)

where: g is the acceleration of gravity. And in Eq. (34),

Fig. 7 Sketch of simplified vibration model
At this point, the coordinate of mass center xC can
be expressed as:

l1
 x2  x1  .
d

(26)

x2  x1
.
d

(27)

According to the differential equation of plane motion of a rigid body [19], the differential equation of plane
motion of the system can be obtained:

mxC   F1  F2  c1 x1  c2 x2
,


 J C   F1  c1 x1  l1   F2  c2 x2  l2

x 
U   C ,
 

(34)

m

M 
,
J
C


(35)

 2c1
c1  l2  l1  
C
,
2
2
 c1  l2  l1  c1 l1  l2 

(36)

 2k1
k1  l2  l1  
K
,
2
2
 k1  l2  l1  k1 l1  l2 

(37)





And the slight angle displacement ψ around the
mass center can be expressed as:





c2

k2
F2

xC  x1 



xC 0  

xC
F1



When time t  0 , the initial conditions of the simplified vibration system are as follow:

l
l2

mxC  2c1 xC  c1  l1  l2  

2k1 xC  k1  l1  l2   0
.

2
2
 J C  c1  l2  l1  xC  c1 l1  l2  

2
2
 k1  l2  l1  xC  k1 l1  l2   0

(28)

where: m is the mass of the bar; JC is the moment of inertia
of the bar around the axis which is through the mass center
and is perpendicular to the motion plane.
Considering all the springs mounted on the IPCR
are identical, so:
k1  k2 , c1  c2 ,

(29)

d  l1  l2 .

(30)

Substituting Eqs. (27)–(29) and (31)–(32) into the
Eq. (30), the vibration equations of the simplified vibration
system of the IPCR can be obtained:





where: U is the generalized coordinate matrix of the system,
M is the mass matrix of the system, C is the damping matrix
of the system, K is the stiffness matrix of the system.
From the analysis above, we conclude the vibration
of the IPCR in vertical plane can be simplified as damped
vibration of the system with two degrees of freedom and its
vibration equations is as shown in Eq. (34). According to the
mechanical vibration theory, the vibration of the IPCR belongs to free vibration with viscous damping, and its initial
excitation is the self-weight of the IPCR.
As we know, the system with slight damping is
damped free vibration while the system with large damping
is not damped free vibration but exponential attenuation motion, which will attenuate to zero in a short time [23]. However, no matter what vibration form the IPCR is, the IPCR
may fail to start properly to move forward and the high pressure water jet cleaning device cannot work properly in initial
position of the pipelines, which is most likely to cause the
cleaning system crash. Therefore, its initial excitation
caused the self-weight of the IPCR will be weaken by adding initial preloading force of all springs, and this is the most
efficient way to ensure proper operation of the IPCR.
Also, from the analysis of traction force, when the
attitude angle of the IPCR is 0°, the deformation of all
springs is relatively small; besides, the equivalent stiffness
coefficient k1 and k2 of simplified vibration system becomes
relatively larger, which can reduce vibration of the IPCR.
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So setting the attitude angle   0 is in initial position also
an efficient way to ensure proper operation of the IPCR.
3. Obstacle-overcoming capability analysis of the IPCR
To ensure the traveling capability of the IPCR, in
our design, the mode of multi-motor drive was used for increasing the total traction force of the IPCR and six motors
can be controlled separately. And front/rear sliding frame
which can move forward/backward along three pull rods
was applied for improving the pipelines adaptability and obstacle-overcoming capability of the IPCR. All possible obstacles inside pipelines may stop the IPCR from proper operation, so obstacle-overcoming is a necessary capability of
the IPCR.
3.1. Mechanical model of obstacle-overcoming
In this paper, only the typical obstacle inside pipelines is analyzed due to length limitations, i.e. the change of
diameters. Also, supposing the IPCR moves along the water
pipelines with uniform velocity and the axis of the IPCR
keeps in the horizontal direction before meeting the obstacle. Fig. 8 is the mechanical model of obstacle-overcoming.
Where Fnλi (i =1, 2, 3 or 4, 5, 6) is the normal pressure and
Ftλi (i =1, 2, 3 or 4, 5, 6) is the fraction force exerted on driving wheel at contact point; λ is the angle of obstacle-overcoming and θ (0° ≤ θ ≤ 90°) is the obliquity angle of the
pipelines; h is the height of obstacle-overcoming; rd is the
radius of driving wheel.
T
Driving wheel

Ftλi
B
rd

Fnλi
λ

Pipe wall

h

θ

The normal pressure and fraction force exerted on
three front/rear driving wheels will be changed at the moment of contacting the obstacle. From Eq. (9), the normal
pressure Fnλi of obstacle-overcoming wheel without sliding
can be obtained:

L k  tan   cos     sin    cos  
 1
x, (38)
L
cos        sin     

In Eq. (40):



  arccos 1 


h
rd


,


  F  cos     F  sin      F  F
t i

n i

T

L

 0,

(40)

where: FT can be obtained according to Eq. (24); FL is the
total load on the IPCR.


 k   Fsr  Fsr 0   , i  1, 2,3
FT  
,
   F  F  , i  4,5, 6
sf 0 
 k   sf

(41)

FL  1uLW gcos  FI  Gsin .

(42)





In Eq. (44), μ1 ( 1  0.06 ) is the resistance coeffi-

cient between rolling bracket and pipe wall; u  u  3 kg m 

is the total mass per unit length of cables and water pipe; LW
( 0  LW  1600m ) is the length of cables and water pipe
pulled by the IPCR; g is the gravity acceleration; FI is the
rolling friction resistance of the IPCR.
After the IPCR succeeds in overcoming obstacle,
the total traction force of front (rear) driving wheels can be
obtained by replacing d with ( d  2h ) in Eq. (24). Obviously the total traction force becomes large, so front (rear)
sliding frame should move backward properly to reduce the
deformation of front (rear) springs. Also, after the IPCR succeeds in overcoming obstacle (diameter becomes larger),
front (rear) sliding frame should move forward properly to
increase the deformation of front (rear) spring, providing
enough traction force for the IPCR.
3.2. Improvement of obstacle-overcoming

Fig. 8 Mechanical model of obstacle-overcoming (diameter
becomes smaller)

Fni

of rear (front) three driving wheels keeps constant. Supposing the force Gf (Gr) shared by front (rear) driving wheels is
ignored at the moment of contacting the obstacle, while the
total traction force of rear (front) driving wheels is still calculated according to Eq. (24). So when the IPCR can succeed in overcoming obstacle, the mechanical equation must
be met:

In Eq. (34), it was established based on the two
generalized coordinates xC and ψ, and they are principal coordinates of the vibration system. Also, the displacement x1
and x2 can be defined as the generalized coordinates of the
vibration system [23]. Substituting Eqs. (27)–(29) and (31)–
(32) into the Eqs. (30), and Eqs. (33) can also be expressed
as:

ml1
 ml2
 d x1  d x2  c1 x1  c1 x2  k1 x1  k1 x2  0
,

 J C x  J C x  c l x  c l x  k l x  k l x  0
 d 1 d 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 2

(43)

when time t  0 , the initial conditions of the vibration system are as follow:
(39)

If the wheels of obstacle-overcoming are the front
(rear) three driving wheels, and we know the traction force

mg
(44)
, x10  x20  0.
2k1
In Eqs. (45), x1 and x2 can be eliminated after
proper transformation, and the following equations can be
obtained:
x10  x20  
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 l22  C2
l l  2
x1  m 1 2 2 C x2  c1 x1  k1 x1  0
m
2

d
d
,
 2
2
2
m l1  C x  m l1l2  C x  c x  k x  0
2
1
1 2
1 2

d2
d2

(45)
k1

where: ρC is the gyration radius of the bar around the axis of
mass center.

C 

JC
.
m

(46)

Next, we will analyze the vibration transmission
between front and rear springs. For the convenience of
study, the damping of the vibration system is ignored, so
Eqs. (47) can be simplified as follow:
2

 x1  1 x2  1 x1  0
,

2

 x2  2 x1  2 x2  0

(47)

where: η1, η2 is the coefficient of association which indicates
the relationship of x1 and x2; ω1, ω2 is the offset frequency
which indicates the vibration frequency of independent vibration of front/rear springs. And if x1  0 , the vibration
frequency of the system is ω2, while if x2  0 , the vibration
frequency of the system is ω1.
l1l2  C2
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(49)

when the IPCR working inside the pipelines, we hope the
vibration of front (rear) springs of the IPCR cannot reach to
rear (front) springs. So the following relation between the
mass distribution of the IPCR and the position of front/rear
swing rods must be met:



C2
l1l2

 1.

(50)

In Eq. (52), ε is the coefficient of mass distribution.
When ε = 1, the coefficient of association is zero,
i.e. 1   2  0 . And Eqs. (49) can be simplified as follow:
2

 x1  1 x1  0
.

2

 x2  2 x2  0

(51)

Eqs. (53) shows that when   1 , the natural frequency of two principal vibrations is equal to the offset frequency of front and rear springs of the IPCR, i.e.:

k2=k1

k1

ω1(x2=0)

k2=k1
ω2(x1=0)

Fig. 9 The two principal vibrations (the natural frequency
is equal to the offset frequency ω1 and ω2)
Fig. 9 is two the principal vibrations with the frequency ω1 and ω2, i.e. when rear springs vibrate up and
down at the frequency ω1, front springs keep still; when
front springs vibrate up and down at the frequency ω2, rear
springs keep still.
From Eqs. (46) and (53)–(54), the solution of Eqs.
(53) can be obtained:


mg


sin  1t  
 x1 
2k1
2


.

 x  mg sin   t   
 2 2
 2 2k1



(53)

In the process of obstacle-overcoming, front/rear
springs of the IPCR will vibrate arising from the excitation
caused by obstacles. The stable output of traction force will
be affected. And from Eq. (55) we know, when   1 , there
is no relation between the vibration of front springs and rear
springs of the IPCR without one impacting the other. Therefore, the reasonable arrangement of load and parts on the
IPCR should be carried out to make the coefficient of mass
distribution as equal to 1 as possible. In this way, the vibration transmission between front and rear springs can be effectively avoided, which is beneficial to the improvement of
traveling capability of the IPCR and the achievement of
power balance control for multi-motor.
4. Simulation
To testify the traveling capability of the proposed
IPCR, some basic simulations have been conducted.
4.1. Simulation environment
A virtual simulation platform including the simplified physical prototype of the IPCR and the water pipelines
is established. On the platform, the water pipelines is fixed
on the ground and the simplified physical prototype of the
IPCR complies with the actual assembly relationship shown
in Fig. 3 by the joint constraints; besides, contact constraints
are used between the driving wheels of the IPCR and the
pipe wall.
In the simulations, to fully verify the validity of the
proposed IPCR, two groups of tests including traction force
and traveling capability are implemented inside the pipelines with different parameters.
4.2. Simulation of traction force

k1
k1
1 
, 2 
,
l
l
m2
m1
d
d

(52)

In the simulation of traction force, the typical pipeline in application of engineering construction is chosen and
its diameter is 1400 mm. The pipeline is placed horizontally
and is fixed on the ground. To test the maximum traction

(56)
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4.3. Simulation of traveling capability
4.3.1. Vibration of the IPCR in initial position
From the necessity analysis of the initial preloading load, the IPCR without exerted initial preloading load
will vibrate in initial position of the water pipelines. The
way to avoid the vibration in initial position is to add initial
preloading force of all springs or set the attitude angle. In
the simulations, the pipeline is still placed horizontally and
is fixed on the ground; besides, the IPCR is not given the
torque input. Fig. 11 is the obtained curves of vibration in
initial position at the typical attitude angle.
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0
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Fig. 10 Curves of traction force and velocity of the IPCR
(φ = 60°, θ = 0°, D = 1400 mm)

Displacement (mm)
Angle displacement (°)

Angle displacement (°)

Considering the water pipelines in application of
engineering construction is almost placed horizontally and
from Eq. (56) we know, the proposed IPCR is powerful with
traction force to guarantee its operation distance reach
1500 m.
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Traction force (kN)

force of the IPCR, a virtual spring is fixed on the back end
of the IPCR and the other end of the spring is fixed on the
ground; besides, the maximum torque exerted on the driving
wheels is the single input, and the maximum pull force is
exerted on the front/rear sliding frame to generate the maximum normal force between the IPCR and the pipe wall.
Fig. 10 is the obtained curves of traction force and velocity
of the IPCR, where D is the diameter of the pipelines.
As shown in Fig. 10, with the IPCR moving forward, the spring fixed on the back end of the IPCR is gradually stretched. As the deformation of the spring becomes
larger, the velocity of the IPCR becomes faster firstly and
then smaller. When the velocity direction of the IPCR
changes, the maximum traction force is obtained and its
value is 6865.19 N.
Setting the rolling friction resistance FI of the
IPCR is 1000 N (the coefficient of rolling friction is about
0.02), and From Eq. (44) we know, if the IPCR climbs the
sloping pipelines all the time, the maximum obliquity angle
θmax of pipelines the IPCR can conquer can be obtained:

Velocity (m/s)
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1

The results show there is almost no vibration after
adding the preloading force or setting the attitude angle and
the IPCR can stand still in a very short time. As shown in
Fig. 11, a–b, under the condition of no added preloading
force, the vibration with is more sharply and the amplitude
of displacement and angle displacement is much larger than
that with φ = 60°. This is because the equivalent stiffness
coefficient of simplified vibration system is relatively small
at φ = 60°. The reduction percentage of dis-placement and
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Fig. 11 Vibration of the IPCR in initial position: a – no added initial preloading force (φ = 0°, θ = 0°); b – no added initial
preloading force (φ = 60°, θ = 0°); c – added initial preloading force (φ = 0°, θ = 0°); d – added initial preloading
force (φ = 60°, θ = 0°)
0

angle displacement of the IPCR is shown in Table 2.
As shown in Fig. 11, c–d, after adding initial preloading force, the vibration is not damped free vibration but
exponential attenuation motion, which attenuates to zero in
a short time. As the initial excitation is very small, the displacement and angle displacement of the IPCR, to a great
extent, are much smaller than before (with no added initial
preloading force), as shown in Table 3. In conclusion, the
above obtained results show that setting the attitude angle in
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initial position or adding initial preloading force of all
springs can obviously weaken vibration of the proposed
IPCR.
Table 2

pull force is exerted on the front/rear sliding frame to generate the preloading force.
IPCR

Reduction percentage at two different attitude angle
(no added preloading force)

φ=0°
vs.
φ=60°

Maximum
displacement

Maximum
angle displacement

Final
displacement

Final angle displacement

60.5%

62.7%

0.64%

12.8%

Pipe wall

Fig. 12 Straight pipeline with multi-radius (h = 30 mm,
φ = 0°, θ = 0°)
Fig. 13 shows the velocity of the driving wheels,
and the results indicate that the proposed IPCR can succeed
in passing through the pipeline with multi-radius. As shown
in Fig. 13, a–b, the velocity of all front driving wheels instantly reduces and only the velocity vibration of the bottom driving wheels occurs at the moment of contacting the
obstacle; the velocity instantly reduces again at the moment
of completely overcoming the obstacle. The vibration is not
transferred to the rear driving wheels. Also, when the proposed IPCR jumps down the obstacle, only the velocity of
the top front driving wheel vibrates and the transition of velocity is smooth. The velocity of all rear driving wheels vibrates with larger amplitude. This is because the mass center
of the IPCR is forward so that the front driving wheels support the majority of the IPCR’s weight; besides, the pull
force exerted on the front and rear sliding frame is identical.
So the normal pressure of rear driving wheels is relatively
small, leading to the vibration with larger amplitude.
Fig. 14 is the force on the springs at the process of
operation of the IPCR. Regardless of the front or rear
springs, the beats of force on the top spring is relatively large
and only the shock on the top spring is very large the moment the IPCR contacts the obstacle.

Table 3
Reduction percentage after adding preloading force
Maximum
displacement

Maximum
angle displacement

φ=0°

69.5%

69.7%

Final
displacement
72.2%

φ=60°

47.5%

48.5%

33.5%

Final angle displacement
73.4%
40.4%

4.3.2. Obstacle-overcoming capability to suit multi-radius
pipeline of the IPCR
In the application of engineering construction, the
pipelines are often positioned in different posture to meet
different connection demands. So the IPCR may encounter
obstacles at the pipelines connections [2]. In the simulation,
we choose the straight pipeline with multi-radius. The diameter of initial part of the pipeline is not variable and is long
enough to allow the IPCR to reach maximum velocity before meeting obstacles, as shown in Fig. 12. The torque exerted on the driving wheels is the single input, and the proper
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Fig. 13 Velocity of the driving wheels: a – velocity of the front driving wheels; b – velocity of the rear driving wheels
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To sum up, the proposed IPCR has a certain capability to overcome obstacles. Vibration between the front
and rear driving wheels in not transferred, because the velocity of the IPCR is small. Considering the operation speed
of the IPCR is relatively slow or the obliquity angle of the
pipeline is not equal to zero in real application, the IPCR
needs more out-put torque to successfully overcome obstacles inside pipe-lines; and the shock on the top spring can
also be decreased the moment the IPCR contacts the obstacle.
5. Conclusions
This paper proposed a novel in-pipe cleaning robot
equipped with high pressure water jet and cleaning system
of water pipelines. The whole mechanism of the IPCR was
designed and the mechanisms principle of the IPCR was analyzed. The total traction force of the IPCR was given out
after analyzing the mechanical principle of the preload
mechanism. The capability of obstacle-overcoming was analyzed. The vibration equations of the simplified vibration
system of the IPCR were obtained. On this basis, the necessity of adding initial preloading force on all springs was verified and the methods to improve the capability of obstacleovercoming were proposed. Simulations have been implemented to verify the traveling capability of the pro-posed
IPCR. The results show that the IPCR is powerful with traction force and has a certain capability to overcome obstacles. The results can give a reference to the achievement of
power balance control for multi-motor and real engineering
application in the future.
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G. Feng, W. Li, Z. Li, Z. He
DEVELOPMENT OF A WHEELED AND WALLPRESSING TYPE IN-PIPE ROBOT FOR WATER
PIPELINES CLEANING AND ITS TRAVELING
CAPABILITY
Summary
Most of existing in-pipe robots are applied to defect inspection and regular maintenance, etc. There is almost
no in-pipe robot for big-diameter pipelines cleaning and are
still problems of traction force and obstacle-overcoming. To
deal with the problems, a novel wheeled and wall-pressing
type in-pipe cleaning robot (IPCR) with high pressure water
jet is proposed. Then the preload mechanism, traction force,
and obstacle-overcoming capability of the IPCR are analyzed. The vibration equations of the simplified vibration
system of the IPCR are established. Also, the necessity of
preloading force is verified and methods to improve obstacle-overcoming capability are proposed. Finally, the traveling capability is verified in a dynamics simulation system.
The simulation results show that the proposed IPCR is powerful with traction force and has a certain capability of obstacle-overcoming. Setting the attitude angle is zero and
adding preloading force to all springs can obviously weaken
vibration of the IPCR.
Keywords: wheeled and wall-pressing type in-pipe cleaning robot (IPCR), preload mechanism, traction force, obstacle-overcoming capability, simplified vibration system.
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